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### Abstract

This study involved an evaluation of the effectiveness of the California Highway Patrol (CHP) combination Radar Detection/Changeable Message Sign (CMS) (CHP-CMS) trailers to manage traffic speeds in highway work zones. The CHP-CMS trailer is a radar-equipped CMS trailer unit outfitted with revolving or flashing lights similar to those used on CHP vehicles. The main objective of this study was to test the following hypothesis: does the CHP-CMS trailer unit provide an effective deterrent to speeding, thereby slowing traffic in the work zones? The results of this study validated this hypothesis with the understanding that the validation was based on limited (a total of three) field tests due to the limited scope and time duration of this study as well as availability of actual work zones for testing. Further testing is recommended in the future. The research developed a repeatable test methodology based on the use of easily deployable speed sensors distributed throughout the work zone. Additional sensors were also used for validation and collection of other pertinent data. Data was also collected on the combined utilization of the CHP-CMS trailer and a CHP vehicle as in MAZEEN (Maintenance Zone Enhanced Enforcement Program) and its effect on traffic speed reduction at work zones. The overall conclusion of this study is that the use of the CHP-CMS system does result in a deterrent to speeding vehicles near work zones and its use can therefore improve work zone safety.
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ABSTRACT

This study involved an evaluation of the effectiveness of the California Highway Patrol (CHP) combination Radar Detection/Changeable Message Sign (CMS) (CHP-CMS) trailers to manage traffic speeds in highway work zones. The CHP-CMS trailer is a radar-equipped CMS trailer unit outfitted with revolving or flashing lights similar to those used on CHP vehicles. The main objective of this study was to test the following hypothesis: does the CHP-CMS trailer unit provide an effective deterrent to speeding, thereby slowing traffic in the work zones? The results of this study validated this hypothesis with the understanding that the validation was based on limited (a total of three) field tests due to the limited scope and time duration of this study as well as availability of actual work zones for testing. Further testing is recommended in the future. The research developed a repeatable test methodology based on the use of easily deployable speed sensors distributed throughout the work zone. Additional sensors were also used for validation and collection of other pertinent data. Data was also collected on the combined utilization of the CHP-CMS trailer and a CHP vehicle as in MAZEEP (Maintenance Zone Enhanced Enforcement Program) and its effect on traffic speed reduction at work zones. The overall conclusion of this study is that the use of the CHP-CMS system does result in a deterrent to speeding vehicles near work zones and its use can therefore improve work zone safety.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background

Cars and trucks have been observed to exceed the posted speed limits in construction and maintenance work zones, increasing risk of injury and death to workers and the traveling public as well as property damage to vehicles, equipment and the highway infrastructure. In order to influence driver behavior in reducing traffic speeds and therefore improving safety in highway work zones, the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) uses COZEEP (Construction Zone Enhanced Enforcement Program) and MAZEEP (Maintenance Zone Enhanced Enforcement Program) which involve employing the California Highway Patrol (CHP) at some work zones to influence the traveling public to observe the speed limits. This study was aimed at developing a test methodology and field testing of a special Changeable Message Sign (CMS) and its effect in speed reduction in highway work zones. The CMS evaluated is a trailer based system that is acquired by CHP and is equipped with radar for speed measurement. It has a changeable message sign for display of messages to the drivers and revolving or flashing lights similar to those that are used in CHP vehicles for prompting or emulating police presence. The units also have a siren system onboard, but at the direction of CHP, the siren was neither activated nor tested during this research.

Two types of radar traffic sensing systems were evaluated and tested as part of this study and were incorporated into the test methodology. One was the Cone System developed and marketed by Cone Products LLC and the other was the Remote Traffic Microwave Sensor (RTMS), developed and marketed by Image Sensing System of Canada. Data from field testing performed in this study indicated that the iCone system was more accurate in estimating the average speed of traffic while the RTMS system provided data on per-lane vehicle count and vehicle headway information. The iCone system is installed by its equipment manufacturer into a traffic barrel and can therefore be directly used in a work zone. The RTMS system, however, required design of an additional structure for its field utilization that allowed elevating the system at least 17 feet above the roadway surface on the side of the roadway.

Field testing was performed to determine the actual performance of the two sensing systems and gain experience in this field utilization prior to conducting field tests with the CMS. A test methodology based on these two sensing systems was then developed with the expectation that it could be modified based on logistics and the directions of the Maintenance Supervisor in charge of the maintenance function or the Residence Engineer in charge of the construction work zone. The basic layout consists of a set of iCones for speed measurements and two RTMS systems for measurement of traffic counts. Two cameras were used to collect redundant information.

A total of three field tests were performed, all at highway work zones where maintenance functions were being performed. All three tests were performed at the same location in the Stockton area - one in March 2011 and two on the same day in April 2011 (One in the morning hours and one in the afternoon hours).
Conclusions, Limitations and Recommendations

Conclusions

The significant findings from analyzing the data from these three tests are summarized below:
(It should be noted that speeds are rounded to 0.5 MPH)

1. The lane closure alone without the CMS trailer resulted in a reduction of average traffic speed by approximately 5 to 5.5 MPH.

2. The use of the CHP-CMS trailer by itself resulted in approximately 3 to 7 MPH further reduction of the average traffic speed in the work zone beyond what was observed with the closure alone.

3. Use of a CHP officer in a police vehicle in addition to the CHP-CMS trailer resulted in approximately 5 to 9 MPH further reduction of the average traffic speed in the work zone beyond what was observed with the closure alone.

4. Use of the CHP-CMS trailer by itself reduced car density (number of cars) in the lane being closed at the beginning of taper (location of the Arrow Board) by 0.7 to 2.4 percentage points.

5. Use of a CHP officer in a police vehicle in combination with the CHP-CMS trailer resulted in a further reduction between 0 to 6.3 percentage points in car density in the lane being closed at the arrow board location.

6. Data indicates a trade-off between speed reduction and headway (time between vehicles) in the lane adjacent to the lane being closed. Data from other lanes did not provide for a consistent conclusion.

The main result is that the use of the CHP-CMS as configured in this study in combination with a CHP officer unit provides for traffic speed reductions in work zones. In the absence of a CHP officer unit, the CHP-CMS trailer alone still improves the safety in terms of reducing traffic speeds, at least for short duration work zones. This indicates that both methods are effective in improving work zone safety. It should be pointed out however that the testing performed in this study was only done in short duration work zones. Since repeated exposure to the CHP-CMS can allow drivers to become aware of the fact that the system is not used for speed enforcement and is only advisory may reduce its effectiveness due to this memory effect. Such memory effects were not evaluated in this study.
Limitations and Recommendations

1. The results obtained are based on very limited data and does not represent a statistically representative sample. They should, therefore, be used cautiously.

2. The testing was only performed in Maintenance Work Zones which are typically of short duration. More data that can extrapolate the results to long-duration construction work zones would be desirable.

3. Testing was only performed in relatively low traffic density metropolitan areas. Additional testing in high traffic density metropolitan areas as well as in rural areas is recommended to supplement the test data provided here.

4. Long term driver response to the non-enforcement nature of the CHP-CMS was not tested. The results presented are more applicable to short time duration work zones.
1. INTRODUCTION

Safety of highway construction and maintenance workers has been a long established concern due to the hazardous working environment in close proximity to fast moving traffic. Traditionally, it is assumed that reduction in speed of traffic through the work zone improves traffic safety by providing drivers more time to react to hazardous situations and avoid collisions. Speed limits and warning signs are simple examples of traffic control devices used to control traffic speeds. In fact, the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) [1] defines a standard for using such traffic control devices. In an effort to further impact speed reduction in highway work zones as well as improve driver awareness of the work zone, the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) in cooperation with the California Highway Patrol (CHP) has established the Construction Zone Enhanced Enforcement Program (COZEEP) and the Maintenance Zone Enhanced Enforcement Program (MAZEEP). The effectiveness of such law enforcement programs in work zones have been discussed in an NCHRP (National Cooperative Highway Research Program) report [2].

Although highly desired as an effective method of speed control, COZEEP/MAZEEP operation requires at least one uniformed CHP officer and vehicle to stay at the construction/maintenance work zone during the entire length of the operation, thus consuming a significant number of CHP officers. Therefore, only selected work zones are supplemented with the operation in order to maintain adequate CHP forces elsewhere in the area. The cost of COZEEP/MAZEEP to Caltrans is currently estimated at approximately $25 to $30 million for COZEEP and $8 million for MAZEEP on an annual basis. In times of budget restrictions, these costs can also possibly contribute to reduced deployment of such operations.

The CHP has currently acquired combination Radar – CMS (Changeable Message Sign) trailer units. These units are equipped with light emitting diode (LED) type display panels that can display advisory and warning messages and onboard Doppler Effect radar units that can measure the speed of on-coming traffic. Blue and amber flashing lights are also mounted on the bottom of the display panels. Since blue and amber are signature flashing lights of CHP; these lights, at a distance, can imply presence of CHP officers and can provide a deterrent to speeding drivers. The entire system is mounted on a self-contained, solar powered trailer which also houses the computer that manages the displayed messages. The units also have a siren system onboard, but at the direction of CHP, the siren was neither activated nor tested during this research.

The main objective of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of these radar-equipped CMS-trailer units in a stand-alone mode or in combination with one CHP vehicle for speed reduction in work zones in California. If proven effective, such CMS units can be a candidate to supplement COZEEP/MAZEEP operations in work zones without employing a dedicated uniformed officers and patrol vehicles on site. This can allow CHP to better use its work force in helping with speed reduction in work zones as well as addressing other highway related law enforcement duties or impacting a larger number of work zones.

Alternative methods of using police units on highways for speed reductions have been examined in the past. Many of the previous studies are discussed and summarized in a NCHRP report [2]. A plot of this summary in the form of a bar chart is depicted in Figure 1.
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Summary of Speed Reduction Range of Alternative Methods to Enforcement

It is clear from the data in this figure that use of CMS units with radar results in the largest speed reduction among the alternative enforcement methods considered. This suggests that the introduction of the CMS type device as a candidate to supplement COZEEP/MAZEEP operations in work zones can result in speed reduction without employing additional dedicated uniformed officers and patrol vehicles on site. Evaluating this and developing field experience in using a specific type of CMS unit that is presently used by CHP form the main part of this research.

In terms of safety benefits of traffic control devices such as CMS units, prior studies have used a variety of different metrics for such evaluations. These metrics include mean speed [3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10], speed variance [6][9][10], 85th percentile speed [6], percentage of vehicles above/below the speed limit [3][5], speed of high-speed vehicles [5][6] and lane distribution of traffic [4][7][10]. Jones and Lacey [11] also reported findings on the community wide effect of radar based enforcement as compared to LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) enforcement, both with police presence. The radar signal from the CHP-CMS units considered here can potentially have a similar effect of deterring vehicles from moving too fast as discussed in [11].
2. THE CHP-CMS UNIT

The particular CMS unit used in this study consisted of a display panel approximately eight feet wide and four feet high with an active LED matrix capable of displaying several lines of message. The entire unit was mounted on a trailer that would allow it to be towed to any location on the highway (Figure 2). The entire system is mounted on a self-contained, solar powered trailer which also houses the computer that manages the message displayed. The CMS with radar is an OEM (Original Equipment Manufactured) and all modifications are performed by CHP. The CHP-CMS trailer can be programmed to display messages such as lane closure advisories and reduced work zone speed limits. An onboard Doppler Effect radar unit is used to determine the speed of oncoming traffic and triggers a warning message display if the measured speed exceeds a certain preset threshold value. The programmed messages can be displayed intermittently with the measured speed to remind the oncoming vehicle of its speed.

This CMS unit is owned and operated by the CHP and it is equipped with a blue and amber flashing light (standard color light used on CHP vehicles) mounted on the bottom of the display panel. At distance, the flashing light mimics the presence of a CHP patrol vehicle (hence the name C HP-CMS) thus strengthens the CMS’s figure of authority. In case of a driver being distracted from road condition, the flashing light is intended to captures driver’s attention due with its strong visual cue and improves alertness (Figure 3).
For the purpose of this study, the display for this CMS was configured to have the message board display the speed of the on-coming vehicle which was updated continuously at approximately one second intervals. The radar unit would sense the speeds of vehicles about 200 feet ahead of the trailer. If no vehicle is being tracked, the speed value would go blank. During the tests, the traffic flow was fairly continuous and a speed value was always displayed. Since vehicles were usually passing as a pack moving at the same speed, the value did not typically change more than 1-2 mph every few seconds. When a faster vehicle passed, the value would jump to the higher speed value and maintain that value for the 2-3 seconds while the vehicle was in the radar’s field of view. The system was also configured to trigger its flashing lights any time a vehicle was traveling more than the threshold value over the speed limit. The message “SLOW DOWN” was displayed briefly following the usual speed display. The units also have a siren system onboard, but at the direction of CHP, the siren was neither activated nor tested during this research.
3. TEST PLAN DEVELOPMENT

An important aspect of this research was to develop a test methodology for measuring average traffic speeds and vehicle density in a highway work zone. The objective was to develop a methodology that can be easily deployed in short duration highway maintenance operations without adversely influencing driver behavior due to the speed measuring equipment and personnel. Use of speed monitoring devices that would clearly prompt drivers to potential enforcement was therefore not considered. Furthermore, it was desired to monitor speeds at several places along the work zone closure to develop a better understanding of the driver behavior and response to the closure and the CMS displays. All sensors considered also had to satisfy Caltrans requirements as devices that can be placed in a work zone.

Two types of traffic sensors were evaluated and used in this research. Both types of sensors were selected due to their non-intrusive data collection nature, ease of deployment, and automated operation. Both types of sensors use radar based technology; however, each uses a different principal of operation. These two sensors are the iCone system developed and marketed by iCone Products LLC [12] and the Remote Traffic Microwave Sensor (RTMS), developed and marketed by Image Sensing System of Canada [13]. Before actual use in work zones for evaluation of the CHP-CMS effectiveness in speed reduction, the limitations and performance of these two sensors were investigated through experimentation on a local roadway. On the road experiments were conducted to make sure that all important parameters influencing field utilization of these sensors are well understood so that the desired quantities can be accurately measured. The overall descriptions of these two sensing systems are given in Appendix A for the iCone and Appendix B for the RTMS system. The experimental evaluations of these two sensing systems are provided in this section before presenting the overall test plan for speed and traffic density measurements at work zones.

A side benefit of developing this test methodology in this project was that it could be and was easily adapted for several other work zone safety research projects being conducted at AHMCT.

3.1. iCone Evaluation

Three aspects of the iCone system were tested in a series of experiments: accuracy of speed measurement, accuracy of traffic volume measurement and sensitivity to placement. Accuracy of speed measurement was tested against speed measurement obtained from a handheld LIDAR device, while accuracy of traffic volume measurement was compared to a manual traffic count. The test for sensitivity to placement was split into two parts: sensitivity to orientation and sensitivity to position. Both orientation and position of the iCone can affect the severity of the Cosine Effect (see Appendix A for description), which influences the measured speed. The test for orientation addresses concerns about the compromise in data integrity due to coarse aiming of the iCone. The test for sensitivity to position addresses similar concerns in the event of non-uniform off-set distances of iCones from live traffic lanes.
3.1.1. Accuracy of Speed Measurement

A set of tests were conducted on a north-south segment of La Rue Road near UC Davis on November 12, 2010. This road is a two-way, four-lane (two lanes in each direction) street with a median approximately the width of one lane and a speed limit of 30 MPH. Three iCones and one LIDAR unit (with an operator) were placed as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: iCone placements in speed accuracy test (not drawn to scale)](Map data ©2013 Google)

iCone 429 was positioned downstream of the measurement location and aimed upstream at the northbound traffic. The iCone’s specification indicates a detection range of approximately 150 to 200 feet from the iCone’s location. Therefore, the LIDAR operator was positioned between the iCone and measurement location, approximately 130 feet upstream of iCone 429. At this location there was a tree that was used to help the operator stay out of sight of the driver’s view for as long as possible. In this set up, the LIDAR operator tracked vehicles and obtained a speed reading for vehicles approximately between 20 to 70 feet upstream of his/her location, which would be the segment of roadway where the iCone is likely to obtain a speed reading. Only northbound traffic was recorded with the LIDAR gun. In order to determine whether iCone measurements are biased towards the lane adjacent to their placements, iCones 431 and 433 were placed approximately across from each other, both aiming north, covering approximately five...
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Since average traffic speeds are expected to be different between the north and the southbound lanes, a comparative evaluation of the readings of these two iCones can provide an indication of any measurement bias towards the lane adjacent to their placements.

In aiming the iCones, each iCone arrow was initially placed parallel to the road and then the iCone was rotated slightly towards the roadway. Figure 5 shows the iCone aiming process from the operator’s point of view.

![Figure 5: Aiming iCones.](image)

A total of three speed measurement tests were conducted. The resulting average speeds from iCones and the LIDAR in these tests are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>iCone 429</th>
<th>iCone 431</th>
<th>iCone 433</th>
<th>LIDAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trial 1</td>
<td>30.61</td>
<td>30.11</td>
<td>28.04</td>
<td>31.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial 2</td>
<td>30.14</td>
<td>29.16</td>
<td>28.42</td>
<td>31.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial 3</td>
<td>30.46</td>
<td>28.78</td>
<td>28.19</td>
<td>30.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Average Traffic Speed Measured by iCone vs Average Traffic Speeds Calculated from LIDAR Measurements

This table clearly shows that the average speed measurements from iCone 429 are closest to the data from LIDAR speed measurements. This is expected since iCone 429 was the one closest to the location of the LIDAR. Furthermore, it is clear that all iCone speeds are slightly below the speed data from the LIDAR measurements. The inevitable visibility of the LIDAR operator to the traveling public likely contributes to these lower speed values for iCones, as cars travel from LIDAR operator to iCones. The differences between the readings of iCone 431 and iCone 433 suggest that the iCones can not accurately measure speeds across five lanes. One potential reason for the difference can be due to shadowing effects - namely the cars in the closer lanes blocking the iCone view of the cars in the farther lanes. This means that one can expect a
positive bias in the iCone’s speed measurement accuracy towards the lane most adjacent to the
iCone placement, especially when cars are traveling in groups across multiple lanes.

3.1.2. Accuracy of Traffic Volume Measurement

Data collected in the tests described earlier was also used to evaluate the accuracy of using
iCones to determine traffic volume. In each of the three tests described earlier, manual counting
of vehicles was also performed and compared. The manual counting was performed for duration
of 10 minutes for the first and second tests, and 20 minutes for the third test. The iCone traffic
volume measurement is based on the number of speed readings recorded. The manual and iCone
traffic counts are compared in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No.</th>
<th>iCONE ID</th>
<th>iCONE Counts (No. of cars)</th>
<th>Hand Counts (No. of cars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>431</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>433</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>431</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>433</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>431</td>
<td>113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>433</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: iCone Counting vs Manual Counting

The test results indicate that the iCones used in this manner do not provide an accurate
measurement of traffic volume. One reason for this may be the fact that the radar inside an
iCone shuts down for approximately 2.25 seconds between measurements to prevent the iCone
from making duplicate measurements of the same car. The 2.25 second time interval is chosen
such that a vehicle traveling at 65 MPH would clear the iCone’s detection range within that time
frame. In addition, it was observed that vehicles often travel in groups, which further contributed
to the problem of missed counts during the radar down time.

3.1.3. Sensitivity to Orientation and Placement

As all Doppler Effect based radar devices, the iCone system suffers from the Cosine Effect
(see Appendix A). The Cosine Effect is basically the artificial decrease in measured speed
between the observer and the target vehicle when the angle between the observer’s line of sight
and the target vehicle direction of travel increases from 0 to 90 degrees. In the case of iCone
deployment, two variables were identified as the cause of the Cosine Effect: orientation and
direction of the iCone. Orientation is defined by the angular offset of the iCone’s aim from a line
parallel to the roadway. Position is defined by the lateral offset distance between the iCone’s location and the center of the lane where traffic speed is being measured.

Due to the aforementioned difficulty in aiming each iCone precisely, there are variations in the orientation during deployment of multiple iCones. In work zone testing, iCones are typically only allowed to be placed on the shoulder of the roadway. The off-set distance to the nearest live traffic lane (position) may vary depending on the number of lanes between the shoulder and the lane in which speeds are being measured. Two tests were developed to investigate how each of these two variables (orientation and position) affected the speed measurements from the iCones. These tests were performed on December 6, 2010 on Hutchison Road (two-way, two-lane road with one lane in each direction) near UC Davis.

In the orientation test, three iCones were placed the same distance from the lane center, as shown in Figure 6. In this test, iCones 433 was placed with an orientation of 0°, parallel to the road. iCone 431 was oriented at 20° towards the road and iCone 429 at 40° towards the road. All iCones had the same offset of 16 feet from the center of the nearest lane. The offset of 16 feet was selected to represent placement of the iCones outside a 10 foot shoulder. The target of speed measurements was assumed to be at the center of the nearest lane (6 feet for half of the width of the target lane and 10 feet for the width of the shoulder).

![Figure 6: iCone placement for orientation test](Map data ©2013 Google)

In the position test, the configuration of the iCones is shown in Figure 7. The iCones 433, 431 and 429 were placed, respectively, with offsets of 16 feet, 28 feet and 28 feet from the center of the target lane. The 28 feet distance was selected to represent one additional lane of offset.

The orientations were set by first aiming all three iCones parallel to the roadway. In the attempt to target vehicle speed measurements at approximately the same location on the roadway, the outer two iCones were rotated by 5° towards the road. The orientations were as follows: iCone 433 at 0° (parallel to the road), iCone 431 at 5°, and iCone 429 also at 5°.

It was hypothesized that if the iCones didn’t suffer from a severe cosine effect, then the reported speed readings from iCones 429 and 431 should agree with readings of iCone 433, since they are...
all measuring traffic in the same lane. The results from this test can also indicate whether iCones could be used to report speeds not only in the lanes adjacent to their placement, but also in the next lane over.

![Figure 7: iCone placement for position test](Map data ©2013 Google)

Speed data was collected using all three iCones positioned as described. The test data results are summarized in Table 3. The data in this table does not show any significant differences in the speeds measured, which indicates that iCone speed measurements are not sensitive to their placement in terms of their offset position and orientation. This would make iCones ideal for field usage when rapid deployment of the speed sensing system is needed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>iCone 429</th>
<th>iCone 431</th>
<th>iCone 433</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orientation Test</td>
<td>43.39</td>
<td>42.70</td>
<td>43.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position Test</td>
<td>43.41</td>
<td>42.65</td>
<td>43.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Measured Mean Speed with iCones at Different Offset Angle

Experience with the iCones indicated that when deploying iCones in the field, it is best to first point the iCone parallel to the road and then rotate the barrel slightly towards the center of the road. In field tests the research team rotated the iCones between 10° and 20° towards the roadway. Precision aiming is not required, and a clear view of the sky helps the iCone’s onboard GPS to obtain a location fix faster.

### 3.2. RTMS Evaluation

The RTMS (Remote Traffic Microwave Sensor) G4 was chosen as another traffic measurement device based on its ability to measure individual vehicle speeds (as compared to average traffic speed measured by iCones) and per-lane traffic volume. In addition, the RTMS output includes a timestamp for each vehicle detected which is valuable in calculating vehicle headways. Field
experience confirmed that calibration is required before it is used for accurate speed measurement. The required calibration time experienced in the field was approximately 30 to 45 minutes each time. This makes the system unsuitable for speed measurements when rapid deployment and set up is needed at the work zone.

On the other hand, the RTMS offered accurate timestamps for each of the vehicle detection events without the need for in-the-field calibration. The difference between two consecutive timestamps is a good representation of the headway, which is defined in terms of the time lapse between the front bumpers of two consecutive vehicles passing the measurement location. It was therefore decided that the RTMS unit can be used for headway measurements in the rapid deployment environment of work zone testing. In addition, the video footage from the on-board camera of the RTMS can also be used to manually extract the traffic volume/count per lane. This video output is streamed to the laptop computer tethered to the RTMS unit in real time and stored on the laptop’s local hard disk. This video is independent of any system calibration. The RTMS accuracy in measuring traffic volume per lane was then tested against manual counting.

3.2.1. Traffic Volume Test for RTMS

In this test, the number of vehicles detected by the RTMS for each lane was used to calculate traffic volume/count and was tested against manual counting of traffic volume/count. The test was performed on November 12th, 2010 at the same location as the ICone test of that date. In order to test the RTMS, an easily deployable mast was designed to mount the RTMS unit at a height. The mast is shown in Figure 8. The mounting height of the RTMS as shown in this figure was 19 feet and during the test on November 12th 2010, it was placed with an offset of 12 feet to the edge of the road.
The offset distance of 12 feet was chosen to emulate the scenario where the RTMS is set up beyond the shoulder of the freeway in a work zone evaluation. During the test, manual counting of vehicles passing in the area measured by the RTMS was performed for all lanes of traffic. As shown in Figure 8, there were two northbound lanes and two southbound lanes with a median which was one lane wide. The RTMS unit was placed next to the northbound lanes. The test data was collected for a period of 20 minutes and showed 123 northbound vehicles and 174 southbound vehicles in manual counting versus 120 northbound and 151 southbound vehicles in RTMS counting. This data indicates that the RTMS unit missed the number of vehicles by 2.4% in the near side lanes and by 13.2% in the far side lanes. This can be due to the shadowing effects (See Appendix B). Observation of the RTMS display unit during the testing showed that the system was, sometimes, registering “ghost” vehicles outside the boundaries of the far side lanes. This effect was mitigated by manually adjusting the lane range assignments on the RTMS. The final conclusion from this test is that RTMS units can provide relatively accurate measurement of traffic volume/count for near side lanes. It is therefore recommended that RTMS units be used in the manner described here for obtaining traffic volume/count in work zone testing for near side lanes. Near side lanes are defined as lanes adjacent to the location of the RTMS mast.

Experience in deploying the RTMS indicated that for field use it is best to first make sure that the unit is aimed perpendicular to the roadway for measurements in near side lanes. The web-cam onboard the RTMS unit can aid in aiming by adjusting the aim such that the image of the road is roughly parallel to the frame. The calibration process can determine lane configuration automatically, but will take some time in low traffic volume conditions. The automatically configured lanes aren’t always perfect so some manual adjusting of lane width is recommended if the unit appears to miss or over count vehicles. In testing more than two lanes, the video...
footage of the onboard camera on the RTMS is recommended to be used instead of the RTMS sensor to obtain data on vehicle count. This is needed to avoid potential loss in accuracy of vehicle count data. A similar arrangement is also recommended when testing roadways where there is potential for high truck traffic volume. However, obtaining the traffic count using the onboard video camera of the RTMS can be a time consuming task and should only be considered as a back-up method if shadowing is significant.

3.3. CMS Test Methodology and Set Up

The results from testing of the two types of sensor systems designated for this project provide the necessary data for their best utilization in CHP-CMS evaluations at work zones. The field testing of the two sensor systems – namely the iCone and the RTMS unit, indicated that:

- Accuracy of average speed data from the iCone is acceptable within reasonable variations.
- iCone data is not very sensitive to position and orientation (Cosine Effect).
- iCones do not provide accurate data on traffic volume/count.
- RTMS units have good vehicle counting ability when there’s no shadowing. The footage from the onboard camera of RTMS provides accurate data for traffic volume/count under the condition when there’s shadowing.
- In-the-field RTMS calibration can be time consuming and plays a key role in accuracy of speed measurements.
- The RTMS does not provide true per-vehicle speed, but estimates speeds using a proprietary algorithm.
- The RTMS provides accurate timestamps for each vehicle detected that can be used for accurate estimation of headway.

Based on the above conclusions, it is clear that the iCones provide a repeatable method of measuring average speed variations and reductions in a highway work zone and are suitable for rapid field set up. Furthermore, these conclusions indicate that when the RTMS units are considered for rapid field deployment, they are best suited for highway calculations and the footage from their onboard cameras can be used for off-line calculation of traffic volume/count. We therefore used a set of sensing units consisting of one iCone and one RTMS system placed upstream of any signage 13

In evaluating the effectiveness of the CHP-CMS, it was important to measure average traffic speeds at several areas of the work zone. This was important to properly assess driver behavior and response to the presence of the CHP-CMS. There were a total of six iCones and two RTMS units available for this project. A test layout was developed distributing these sensor units as shown in Figure 9. In this figure, the zero reference point is at the beginning of taper. One set of sensing units consisting of one iCone and one RTMS system was placed upstream of any signage.
to obtain baseline values for average traffic speed, volume and headway. Discussions with Caltrans field personnel indicated that an approximate distance of two miles upstream of the beginning of taper is the proper location for these first set of sensing units. The next two iCones were distributed in-between the first work zone sign (stating: “Road Work Ahead”) and the beginning of taper. Data from these two iCones can provide information on speed changes due to the advisory signage for the work zone. The next set of iCone/RTMS pair was positioned at the beginning of taper to measure the number of vehicles remaining in the closing lane. This was also near the location of the CMS sign as recommended by Caltrans field personnel for the first test on March 22nd, 2011. The fifth iCone was then positioned at the end of taper which was upstream of where highway workers would be present. This was also the area that the reduction in lane(s) was completed in the work zone. The sixth and last iCone was positioned somewhere in the active work area of the work zone preferably approximately in the middle of this area to provide data on the final average traffic speed in the area closest to the highway workers. In the test performed, the work zone was along the fast lane of the highway (left side). The mirror image of this layout as shown in Figure 10 is used.

Figure 9: Proposed Sensor Layout for Work Zone Testing.
The sensor layout discussed served as a baseline configuration for field testing. The layout was adjusted to its final configuration based on logistics at a specific work zone and the requirements set forth by the Caltrans personnel in charge of a work zone.


4. FIELD TESTING OF CHP-CMS

In this research a total of three field tests were performed, all in maintenance work zones at approximately the same location on southbound highway 99 in Stockton, California. One test was performed on March 22\textsuperscript{nd} 2011, and two tests (one in the morning hours and one in the afternoon hours) were performed on April 15\textsuperscript{th}, 2011. In these tests, the messages as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 were programmed to display on the CHP-CMS unit and their effect on driver behavior in terms of speeds, headways, and traffic volume per lane was then evaluated.

As previously discussed, the radar speed reading in MPH was updated continuously at approximately a one second interval. The radar unit would sense the speeds of vehicles about 200 feet ahead of the CHP-CMS trailer unit. If no vehicle was being tracked the speed value would go blank. During the tests, the traffic flow was fairly continuous and a speed value was always displayed. Since vehicles were usually passing as a pack moving at the same speed, the value did not typically change more than 1-2 MPH every few seconds. When a faster vehicle passed, the value would jump to the higher speed value and hold that value for the 2-3 seconds while the vehicle was in the radar’s field of view.

Three different combinations of using the CHP-CMS and a CHP unit were tested in each of the three tests, as follows:

a. No CHP,
b. CHP-CMS trailer without CHP vehicle presence.
c. CHP-CMS trailer with CHP vehicle upstream of the CHP-CMS unit
d. CHP-CMS trailer with CHP vehicle downstream of the CHP-CMS Unit.

The work zone for the two April 15\textsuperscript{th}, 2011 tests is shown in Figure 11. The test on March 22\textsuperscript{nd}, 2011 was performed on the same highway upstream of the depicted location. A visual walk through of the April 15\textsuperscript{th} work zone as seen from the view of the driver is depicted in Figure 12.
During all three tests, the CHP-CMS display was observed to be functioning but there was no data to verify how often the blue/amber flashing lights came on. On the March 22 test, these lights were set to come on when there was a vehicle traveling more than 10 MPH over the highway speed limit of 65 MPH. On the April 15 test, the threshold was set to 5 MPH. Overall the iCones functioned properly for all the three tests but one of the RTMS units (the one installed upstream) did not function in all of the tests. The data obtained from the iCones and the one RTMS unit that was positioned downstream was sufficient to address all the issues that were being investigated in this research. The results and their analysis are given in the next section.
Figure 12: Pictorial Walk Through of the Test Work Zone on April 15, 2011
5. TEST RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this section, the test data from the six iCones from the three tests is discussed followed by the data obtained from the downstream RTMS. Figure 13 provides a summary plot of the six iCone speed measurements for the four different configurations on March 22nd, 2011. The horizontal axis plots the iCone location from the zero reference point in miles. The vertical axis is the average speed measured by the iCones in MPH. The four configurations consist each of speed measurements with no CHP-CMS and no CHP vehicle (indicated in black), CHP-CMS unit in place (indicated in red), CHP-CMS unit and CHP vehicle upstream (indicated in blue triangle), and CHP-CMS unit and CHP vehicle downstream (indicated in blue square).

Figure 13: iCone data from March 22, 2011 test.

In the April 15th series of tests the CHP-CMS unit was positioned at the end of the taper rather than at the beginning due to lack of available shoulder space in the location of the taper. Plots in Figure 14 and Figure 15 represent average traffic speeds for the same configurations described for the March 22nd test. The plots in these three figures in combination with aerial views of the highway section where the iCones were placed are provided in Appendix C.

Figure 14: iCone Data from Test 1 (Morning Hours) on April 15, 2011.
The data in these plots clearly show that the CHP-CMS unit is effective (at least in the three tests) in positively influencing the driver behavior resulting in a reduction in average traffic speed from the upstream highway speed of approximately 8.0 to 12.6 MPH at the end of taper (fifth iCone or the second to last mark from the right in the plots). Furthermore, the same data indicates that the closure alone may be responsible for approximately 5.1 to 5.7 MPH of this reduction. The data also indicates that when there is a CHP vehicle upstream of CHP-CMS there is a local reduction of speed near the CHP vehicles but the speed at the end of taper is not significantly affected. The same local effect of the CHP vehicle in speed reduction was also observed in Test 2 of the April 15th test. This is illustrated in Figure 15. During this test, an unusual level of traffic congestion was developed, therefore it was not clear how much of the reduction in speed shown in Figure 15 is from the local effect of the CHP vehicle and how much is from the intrinsic traffic congestion. The main conclusion is that the data clearly indicates that the CHP-CMS trailer can be an effective deterrent for reduction of average traffic speed in a work zone.

It should be pointed out, however, that these tests only evaluated the short term effects of using the CHP-CMS unit. The results may not be applicable when drivers become familiar with the non-law-enforcement characteristics of the CHP-CMS unit when it is used in long duration work zones. Until such long term effects can be scientifically evaluated, the recommendation is that the CHP-CMS unit can be most effective in short duration work zones that are typical of some highway maintenance functions.

The results from analysis of the R TMS data are discussed next. Since one R TMS unit malfunctioned during the three tests, data from only the unit at the beginning of taper is used in this analysis. The RTMS unit provides accurate timestamp data of each vehicle detected which is used here to calculate headway. Furthermore, the video footage from the R TMS onboard camera was used to calculate traffic count/volume per lane. The percentages of vehicles traveling with headway less than 1 and 2 seconds were calculated from the headway data obtained from the timestamps. The thresholds of 1 and 2 seconds were chosen to represent non-ideal and minimally ideal headways, respectively. The data from all three tests is summarized in Figure 16. The percentage data is grouped by sessions of tests where each configuration tested within a session is color coded. The configuration involving the standard lane closure is shown in black. The standard lane closure with the addition of the CHP-CMS unit is shown in red. The CHP-CMS unit with the CHP vehicle upstream of the CHP-CMS location is shown in blue.
Finally, the CHP-CMS unit with the CHP vehicle downstream of the CHP-CMS location is shown in purple. There are a total of four plots, two plots for the number two lane and two plots for the number three lane. Each of the two threshold values for headway is plotted per lane.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cars with Headway &lt;1 Sec in Lane 2 (% Total per lane measured at Arrowboard)</th>
<th>Cars with Headway &lt;2 Sec in Lane 2 (% Total per lane measured at Arrowboard)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16: RTMS Data: Headway Data from All the Three Tests

A visual inspection of the data in the plots shows that the addition of the CHP-CMS unit to a standard lane closure produced no consistent effect on the percentage of vehicles with less than ideal and minimally ideal headways. A similar observation can be made for the addition of a CHP vehicle, both upstream and downstream of the CHP-CMS unit.

A chi-square ($\chi^2$) test using a 2 x 2 contingency table was conducted to determine the statistical significance of the differences between the standard closure and other conditions. A difference is considered significant if $\chi^2 \geq 3.841$, indicting a probability level (p-value) of less than 0.05. The significant differences are denoted with “*” in Figure 16. The CHP-CMS unit’s effect on headway is inconclusive. The existence of significant increases in percentage points in some plots of the CHP-CMS with the CHP vehicle suggests that there may be a risk of causing drivers to follow each other too closely.

The other aspect of the RTMS data is the per-lane traffic volume/counts. This data is obtained by manually counting all vehicles in the video footage produced by the onboard camera of the RTMS. The percentage of vehicles remaining in the closing lane (No. 1 lane) is then used as an indicator of late merging behavior. The percentage data is plotted in Figure 17.

Copyright 2012, AHMCT Research Center, UC Davis
The data suggests there are reductions in the percentage of vehicles remaining in the closing lane at the beginning of taper. The Chi-square analysis was also performed for this set of data. The presence of the CHP-CMS unit only resulted in significant reduction for one of the three tests ($\chi^2 = 5.1872$ for Test 1 of April 15th). The presence of the CHP-CMS with the addition of the CHP vehicle upstream resulted in significant reduction in all three tests ($\chi^2 = 16.4471, 34.7272, 28.9308$, for March 22nd, Test 1 of April 15th and Test 2 of April 15th, respectively). The presence CHP-CMS unit with the CHP vehicle downstream resulted in no significant reduction of late-merging vehicles. The reductions associated with the CHP vehicle located upstream are consistently significant.

Combined with the headway result, it is worth noting that the early merging behavior promoted by the presence of the CHP vehicle could potentially contribute to the decrease in headway in No.2 lane by increasing the spatial density of the traffic in that lane.

While the deployment of the CHP-CMS unit and a CHP vehicle seems beneficial in terms of reduced average traffic speed and late-merging, it is important to keep in mind the potential effect of shortened headway caused by these measures. The relative risks associated with the reduction in speed and the increases in percentage of vehicles with unsafe headway are unknown.
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APPENDIX A – ICONE SYSTEM

The outer shell of the iCone (Figure A - 1) is a standard Manual on Traffic Control Device (MUTCD) traffic control barrel field device. The electronics inside the barrel transmits near real time average traffic speed information to a central web server on the Internet. Users can then view and download the information via a web browser. The product is comprised of a highway lane closure barrel as well as several internal components. These include:

- Intel process controller board running Microsoft Windows CE operating system.
- K-band (24.125 GHz) radar detection transducer and controller board.
- GPRS modem and antenna.
- Iridium satellite modem and antenna.
- WAAS (Wide Area Augmentation System) GPS chip and antenna.
- AGM (Absorbed Glass Mat) dry 12 volt non venting battery.

The iCone contains a radar module, which includes a transducer and a controller to measure and record the speed of an approaching/receding object. It detects average speed information for multiple lanes of vehicular traffic within approximately 250 ft (76 m) of its position. It then transmits this information via either a cellular or satellite modem over the Internet to the manufacturer’s server. Available information includes [12]:

- Location of the iCones that are currently powered on.
- The current detected average speed, which can be viewed on a map using a web based GUI interface.
- Historical average speed for selectable time intervals.
- Location temperature
- Battery voltage status. The battery typically lasts 2 to 3 weeks on a full charge

The radar makes use of the Doppler Effect to measure and record the speed of oncoming vehicles. Processed data (mean, standard deviation and 85th percentile speed) is then uploaded at the end of each recording interval (typically two minutes) and is immediately available for download and manipulation on a PC. Its high portability and non-intrusive, untethered operation make the iCone system an ideal candidate for discreet traffic monitoring [12].
The electronics are located towards the top of the barrel, whereas the battery is fixed to the base of the barrel. The overall appearance of the iCone closely resembles that of a regular traffic control barrel, but there are a few subtle differences: there is a switch near the top of the barrel, a charging port on the base, and an arrow sticker on the top of the iCone to aid in aiming during deployment. This non-threatening appearance minimizes its influence on the motorists, making the iCone system an ideal candidate for recording traffic speed data inconspicuously. A device that catches a driver’s attention may cause them to slow down, thus introducing bias in the data collected.

**User Interface (Software)**

The iCone is generally managed through a web application which can be accessed on most standard web-browsers. The reader can access the web application at [www.iConeTraffic.com](http://www.iConeTraffic.com). The home page (Figure A - 2) of the web site is viewable by the public and provides qualitative access to data that has been designated as ‘public’. The site is based upon the Google Maps API and is navigated in a similar manner. Selecting an iCone icon brings up details of the iCone’s settings and the conditions of the traffic that is being monitored. Within there are buttons that allow the user to retrieve the historical speed record as either a plot (*.jpg) or a text file (*.csv). For example, iCone 335 was chosen and its location is shown in Figure A - 3 below.
Figure A - 2: US map with iCone locations
Upon clicking on “Get Historical Report”, a pop-up window presents the user a selection of items such as the desired time, the time interval (Figure A-4), the smoothing interval (Figure A-5), etc., to view or download for post processing. The data can be exported to a text file (Figure A-6) or plotted on an image (Figure A-7), as shown below.
Figure A - 4: Pop up window with time range selections
Figure A - 5: Pop up window with smoothing interval selections

Figure A - 6: Sample *.csv file output opened with Microsoft Excel
The data includes the iCone ID, the time, the average speed and the respective number of reads (vehicles), the standard deviation, the percent speed, and also provides data binning with 5 MPH bin-widths.

85 Percentile Speed at Latitude 38.5395183 and Longitude -121.7880135
5 Minute Intervals

![Sample *.jpg plot output](image)

**Figure A - 7: Sample *.jpg plot output**

**The Doppler Effect**

The physics principal behind the operation of iCone is a phenomenon named the Doppler Effect, which is observed when the source and the observer of the same wave are in relative motion. If the source and the observer are moving towards each other, then the wave crest starts “bunching up” due to the relative motion, since less time is needed for each wave front to cover the distance between the source and the observer. The decrease in time between arrivals of wave crests causes an up-shift of the observed frequency. Conversely, if the source and the observer are moving away from each other, the observed frequency of the wave will appear to decrease.

In the case of Doppler Effect radar, a beam consisting of a microwave band wave packet of known frequency is emitted from built in antenna and is directed towards the oncoming traffic. When the beam reaches a car, some of the incident energy is reflected back towards its source and the receiver in the radar unit detects this reflected signal. Due to the velocity of the vehicle (relative motion between radar and the vehicle, assuming the radar is stationary), the reflected beam will have an up-shift in frequency (approaching) or down-shift in frequency (receding). The beam goes through two Doppler Effect process, the first one being the signal traveling from the radar unit to the approaching vehicle and the frequency of the reflected signal is given by the vehicle is given by
\[ f_1 = \left(1 + \frac{v_c}{c}\right) f_0 \]  

(1)

where \( v_c \) is the velocity of the vehicle, \( c \) is the speed of light in vacuum and \( f_0 \) is the frequency of the emitted wave. Equation (1) used speed of light in vacuum as the wave velocity in the traveling medium because the wave emitted by the radar is an electromagnetic wave and travels in air approximately at the speed of light in vacuum.

The second process is when the reflected signal reaches the receiver in the radar (observer). In this case the vehicle, which the signal is reflected back from, can be considered as the source emitting a wave with frequency \( f_1 \). The receiver in this case is stationary and the observed frequency is given by:

\[ f = \left(1 - \frac{v_c}{c}\right) f_1 = \left(1 + \frac{v_c}{c}\right) f_0 \]  

(2)

Once the reflected signal is received, it is combined with the source signal and a “beat” pattern is generated due to principle of superposition of waves. The frequency of the “beat” is the same as the difference between received and source frequencies, and can be related to \( v_c \) via the following equation:

\[ \Delta f = f_0 - f = \frac{2v_c}{c + v_c} f_0 \]  

(3)

For highway speeds, \( v_c \ll c \) is generally and Equation (3) can be simplified and rearranged into

\[ v_c = \frac{c}{2} \left(\frac{\Delta f}{f_0}\right) \]  

(4)

which calculates the vehicle speed, \( v_c \), as a function of known source frequency and measured “beat” frequency.

Although it is difficult to gauge in precise measurements, the detection zone of the radar unit inside of an iCone has a range of roughly 200ft ± 50 ft, and an horizontal beam width between 70 to 80 degrees.

**The Cosine Effect**

The radar unit inside the iCone detects the relative speed between the observers and the observed based on the Doppler Effect. In the case of traffic monitoring, the “line of sight” of the radar doesn’t always match the target vehicle’s direction of travel, as depicted in Figure A - 8. This mismatch causes the measured relative speed between the observer and the target vehicle being different from the actual traveling speed of the vehicle. This phenomenon is called the Cosine Effect. The speed measured by the radar is merely a component of the vehicle’s velocity parallel to radar’s line of sight and is therefore less than the actual traveling speed of the vehicle.
The relationship between the actual traveling speed and the measured speed can be determined from Figure A - 8 in the following equation:

$$v_t = \frac{v_c}{\cos(\theta)}$$

where $v_t$ is the traveling speed, $v_c$ is the measured speed and $\theta$ is the angle between the line of sight and the direction of travel, referred to as the offset angle in the rest of the report.

In most cases the angle is small such that $v_t \approx v_c$ with $\theta \to 0$ is an adequate approximation of the traveling speed of the target vehicle. The opposite extreme case is when the radar’s line of sight direction is perpendicular to the traveling direction, i.e. $\theta = 90^\circ$. In this case the measured speed will be zero regardless of the traveling speed of the target vehicle. However, this situation assumes the ideal condition where the angular beam width of the radar is infinitely narrow. For practical purposes, it can be assumed that the beam width of the radar is wide enough such that the Cosine Effect is negligible. The sensitivity of to the Cosine Effect is evaluated by placing multiple iCone’s radars at different angles and comparing the measured speeds on the same section of a road. The evaluation result can be found in the main body of this report.
APPENDIX B – REMOTE TRAFFIC MICROWAVE SENSOR (RTMS)

Hardware Description

In addition of the iCone, the researchers also used the Remote Traffic Microwave Sensor (RTMS) to aid in collecting traffic data. The RTMS is developed and marketed by Image Sensing System, Canada. This device uses an onboard radar module which operates in the microwave spectrum as a traffic sensor. Unlike the iCone, the RTMS is designed to operate in two configurations: forward-fire and side-fire modes. In forward-fire mode, the RTMS is mounted directly above the center of the monitored lane facing the approaching traffic. The radar unit measures speed of the oncoming vehicles via Doppler Effect. In the side-fire mode, the RTMS is mounted on the side of the pavement. It projects an elliptical “strip” of radar signature onto the road surface, and establishes a baseline map of the “painted” surface. The radar map of the road surface can be partitioned into “lanes” mimicking the lane layout of the physical roadway surface. This allows each individual measurement to be associated with their respective lanes, providing a more meaningful data set. When a vehicle passes the region painted by the radar, its reflection is received by the RTMS as a disturbance to the baseline map and the time of the disturbance is recorded.

User Interface

The RTMS unit requires a power source for operation and a computer for field set-up and data storage. Power was provided by a 12V deep cycle battery sized for sustained operation of 24 hours with the tethered computer. The projected durations of test sessions are typically less than 8 hours. The tethered computer runs the software supplied by the vendor for communication with the RTMS. During set-up, the RTMS module is manually adjusted with the help of an onboard webcam such that the road in the view runs parallel with the border of the camera’s frame. Then the software runs a calibration wizard which guides the user through an automatic calibration routine. The intention of this calibration routine is to establish a baseline average speed to help estimating the speed of each passing vehicle. The routine depends on fairly heavy traffic flow to work well and takes a long time in light traffic conditions. During field set-up, the researchers have decided to forgo the calibration routine due to logistic reasons. Traffic count measurements are inspected visually by comparing the number of passing vehicles with the number of vehicles detected by the sensor for a period of time. The aim of the RTMS is adjusted until the vehicle detection events of the RTMS unit agrees with the visual observation of the passing traffic.

As a result of not being able to complete the speed calibration routine, the speed measurement data from the RTMS is ignored and all speed data are obtained exclusively from the iCone system. Another reason of not using the speed data is the fact that the RTMS does not directly measure the speed of each individual vehicle when operating in the side-fire mode. Instead, a proprietary computational algorithm estimates the vehicle’s speed and length using the recorded time of disturbance of the reflected radar signature. Due to its indirect method of estimating speed and vehicle length, its speed measurements are greatly smoothed and transient behaviors in data are lost. Without knowing the exact speed estimation algorithm used by the RTMS, the research team has decided to only use the vehicle count and headway data extracted from the
RTMS. Headway, in this study, is defined as the time elapsed between the front bumpers of two consecutive vehicles passing the same point on a roadway, and is calculated by taking the difference between the recorded time stamps of each vehicle detection event on the same lane.
APPENDIX C – ICONE PLACEMENT SHOWN WITH AERIAL VIEW OF HIGHWAY SECTION

MAR 22, 2011 - 99 Southbound – E 8 Miles Rd, Test 1

Description:
Friday 9 AM to 2 PM.
CHP Upstream: Between iCone 432 and iCone 429
CHP Downstrea: 50 ft downstream of CMS

Conditions: CMS
11:50 – 12:15 STANDARD CLOSURE
12:25 – 12:55 CMS
12:55 – 13:08 CMS AND CHP UPSTREAM
13:08 – 13:16 CMS AND CHP IN WORKZONE

CHP Contact:
CHP made no stop during MAZEEP

LEGEND:  - iCone  - Arrow board  - "Lane Closed"  - CHP

AVERAGE SPEED Mar 22 2011

Distance from Arrow Board (mile)

0 0.25

40 45 50 55 60 65 70

End of Taper

March 22, 2011
(Map data ©2013 Google)
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APR 15, 2011 - 99 Southbound – E 8 Miles Rd, Test 1

**Description:**
Friday 9 AM to 2 PM.
CHP Upstream: Between “road work ahead” and iCone 430
CHP Downstream: At iCone 428

**Conditions:**
CMS
10:16 – 10:47 STANDARD CLOSURE
10:53 – 11:30 CMS
11:30 – 12:00 CMS AND CHP UPSTREAM
12:02 – 12:33 CMS AND CHP IN WORKZONE

**CHP Contact:**
CHP made no stop during MAZEEP

**Legend:**
- iCone
- Arrow board
- "Lane Closed"
- CHP

---

**Average Speed (mph)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Average Speed (mph)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Closure w/ CMS</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ CMS</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ CMS, CHP Upstream</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ CMS, CHP in Workzone</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Distance from Arrow Board (mile):**
-1.75 to 0.25

**Map data ©2013 Google**
### APR 15, 2011 - 99 Southbound – E 8 Miles Rd, Test 2

#### Description:
Friday 9 AM to 2 PM. Speed decreases significantly during the CMS AND CHP IN WORKZONE test due to increased traffic and formation of a que at the taper.
CHP Upstream: Between iCone 430 and iCone 431
CHP Downstream: At iCone 428

#### Conditions:
- CMS
  - 10:16 – 10:47 STANDARD CLOSURE
  - 12:33 – 12:46 CMS
  - 12:46 – 13:01 CMS AND CHP UPSTREAM
  - 13:03 – 13:15 CMS AND CHP IN WORKZONE
- CHP Contact:
  - CHP made no stop during MAZEPP

---

#### LEGEND:
- iCone
- Arrow board
- "Lane Closed"
- CHP

#### Chart:
**AVERAGE SPEED Test-2 Apr 15, 2011**

- Standard Closure
- w/ CMS
- w/ CMS, CHP Upstream
- w/ CMS, CHP in Work Zone

---

#### Map:
April 15, 2011 – Test 2
(Map data ©2013 Google)
APPENDIX D – PICTORIAL WALK THROUGH OF THE TEST WORK ZONE (APR 15, 2011)
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Arrowboard & CMS visible

Taper is Visible

VIEW FROM LANE #1
(Not the same pass)

ZOOMED IN
7

Passing Arrowboard RTMS#2

8

CMS Radar Trailer